HUB HYUNDAI MITSUBISHI
DEALER GROUP

Generating
Continuous Proﬁt by
Alleviating Consumer
Concerns

PARTNER PROFILE

Hub Hyundai Mitsubishi
19300 Northwest Freeway
Houston, TX 77065

Objectives:
Increase market presence and drive more
trafﬁc to dealerships.
Give post-recession consumers the
conﬁdence to buy a vehicle.

Success:
Increased PRU by 20%.
Achieved a 50% VSC penetration rate.
Achieved a 4.0 average star rating on
Google + and a 4.5 average star rating on
Cars.com.

Economic
Landscape

In
2011,
Houston
was in the midst of
recovery
from
the
Great Recession. The

year began with an 8.3
percent unemployment
rate as several sectors
posted signiﬁcant job
gains throughout 2010.
While the private sector
made signiﬁcant strides
in job creation and other economy boosting initiatives, the
public sector still had a way to go.
At this time, even with job growth, consumers were still
pessimistic about the economic outlook. Rumors raged of
a double-dip recession and everyone in the country kept a
tight hold on their pocketbooks, just in case the economy
took another dive.
During this time, Hub Hyundai Mitsubishi, a two-rooftop
dealership based in Houston and Katy, TX, was struggling
to keep its proﬁt margin up. With fewer consumers buying
vehicles in general, the dealership group management knew
they needed to focus on F&I product sales to increase PRU.
To accomplish Hub’s goal of increasing PRU through F&I
product sales, EFG ﬁrst conducted a comprehensive analysis
of the current operations within the two dealerships and the
surrounding area demographics. EFG performed online and
in-store mystery shops to review every aspect, from online user
experience and email follow-up to the customer experience
in the F&I ofﬁce. They also sat in on everything from sales and
F&I presentations to reception, to evaluate the dealership
group’s customer service standards and compliance
practices. Lastly, EFG worked with Hub’s management to fully
understand the hurdles the dealership group was facing from
a business process and proﬁtability standpoint.
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The Solution

With the review and analysis complete, EFG created
a tailored action and improvement plan to meet Hub’s
evolving needs and equip each team with the skills, pay
plans, and support needed to meet performance goals and
enhance the customer experience.

This started by ensuring both dealerships had the right mix
of products in their F&I menu to succeed with their target
demographics. With ongoing consumer skepticism, EFG knew
that to incentivize consumers to buy a new vehicle, they had
to give Hub’s consumers an option to safeguard themselves
from life’s uncertainties.
EFG developed an expanded version of their highly acclaimed
MAP® vehicle service contract. This new program provided
Hub’s customers with extra protection from ﬁnancial risk with:

Enhanced exclusionary coverage for new and used vehicles
60k odometer miles or less at the time of purchase;
Expanded mileage eligibility for used vehicles from 90k to
100k miles, enabling Hub Hyundai to sell more vehicles on
MAP used plans;
The addition of add-on time and miles for all terms on all
vehicles from the time of purchase; and,
The ability to electronically rate, submit and remit via
EFG’s e-Platform, increasing Hub Hyundai’s efﬁciency and
proﬁtability.
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EFG’s
Approach
EFG also provided their Signature Finish Line of products

including Appearance Protection, Tire and Wheel Protection,
Dent Protection, and Windshield Protection, as well as
Signature Security Theft Protection. In addition to F&I products,
EFG provided Hub a comprehensive F&I menu to boost
penetration rates and get consumers off the fence to make
their next vehicle purchase with Hub knowing they were
protected.
With the products and menu determined,
EFG understood that Hub’s success
relied on ensuring the right people were
in the right positions to succeed. EFG
conducted a Professional DynaMetric
Program (PDP) analysis, which is a
proven EEOC-compliant behavioral
scoring model, on the Hub sales and
F&I teams to understand
the dealership’s baseline
productivity.
EFG
then
provided
an analysis of each
individual’s proﬁles with
speciﬁc recommendations
on behavioral changes
and training. They also
actively
recruited
to
build Hub’s sales and F&I teams, which included planning
and holding recruiting events at the dealerships, attending
campus recruiting events, screening candidates and
providing management the top candidates for ﬁnal interviews
and offers. As new recruits were brought on to the teams, EFG
conducted integral training and on-boarding.
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End-to-End
Solutions

Beyond recruiting, EFG also conducted extensive training
based on custom performance metrics and evaluation
criteria from Hub management, including:

Road to the Sale for the 21st Century,
where Hub’s team members learned how
to take a customer-centric approach
to selling and establish lasting consumer
relationships.
Finance Workshop, where their F&I
managers focused on ﬁnding and ﬁlling
customer needs in order to sign more
loans, increase margins and generate repeat business.
Throughout the training and follow-up process, EFG
implemented new ﬁnance pay plans based on performance
metrics to better incentivize team members to employ
the tactics used in training, and provide consumers with a
signiﬁcant reason to remain loyal to Hub.
In addition, EFG worked with Hub to
better align their sales and F&I teams
to improve desking procedures, their
customer experience and PRU. Hub
learned how to effectively involve
the F&I managers earlier in the sales
process, giving them the opportunity
to obtain all the necessary information
to structure each loan, as well as
answer questions and begin gathering the information
needed for the F&I product presentation. By creating a more
cohesive team dynamic, they dramatically improved the
customer experience, as well as operations.
Throughout this process, EFG representatives conducted
onsite training, reinforcing the methods learned in the
classroom. They provided guidance and a sounding board to
both the front lines and upper management. This continuous
engagement ensured that the skills learned in the classroom
setting remained sharp, generating a higher success rate and
PRU.
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Results

When Hub ﬁrst approached EFG in 2011 to help them
turn their team into Top Performers®, the dealership was

averaging $1100 PRU with a 42% VSC penetration rate. Hub is
now averaging $1400 PRU with a VSC penetration rate of over
50%. This represents a 20% increase in PRU.
One of Hub’s biggest
challenges in 2011 was
low VSC penetration.
2011 PRU
2015 PRU
By
helping
the
dealership
create
$1100
$1400
a
more
symbiotic
20% Increase!
atmosphere between
F&I and sales, they were able to signiﬁcantly increase overall
product penetration, including VSC. In addition, the focus
on compliance with AFIP certiﬁcations along with customercentric training created a notable difference in customer
satisfaction. This difference is reﬂected in Hub’s average 4.0
star rating on Google+ with 275 reviews, and an average 4.5
star rating on Cars.com with 125 reviews.
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Exceeding
Business
Goals

By surrounding clients like Hub with quality products,
expert training, recruiting, and ongoing engagement,

EFG provides the tools necessary for success. With almost
40 years of experience in helping dealerships achieve their
proﬁtability goals, EFG knows how to help dealers evolve
to meet current demands, whether that’s a new consumer
mindset or increased compliance.

John Stephens

Senior Vice President,
Dealer Services
EFG Companies

To learn more about EFG Companies, visit
efgcompanies.com
Or Contact:

John Stephens, Senior Vice President,
Dealer Services
jstephens@efgusa.com
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